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Abstract- World Wide Web is a huge collection of data of different file formats. With the coming of the information
revolution, electronic documents are becoming a principle media of business and academic information. In order to fully
utilize these on-line documents effectively, it is crucial to be able to extract the gist of these documents. It is not the case
that a particular clustering algorithm is best suited for clustering of documents of different file formats.Having a Text
Summarization system would thus be immensely useful in serving this need. In order to generate a summary, we have to
identify the most important pieces of information from the document, omitting irrelevant information and minimizing
details, and assembling them into a compact Coherent report. A particular Clustering algorithm is best suited for query
dependent text document summarization. As every document we can convert into text, this strategy is much needful for
the end users. The conclusion is drawn by using and comparing two different clustering algorithms namely Nearest
Neighbor and Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering Algorithm.
Keywords-Summarization, Clustering, Query Dependent, Text Summarization, Nearest Neighbour, Agglomerative
Hierarchical.

I. INTRODUCTION
The present research work focuses on analytical study of different document clustering and summarization
techniques currently the most research is focused on Query-Independent summarization. The main aim of this
research work is to combine both approaches of document clustering and query dependent summarization. This
mainly includes applying different clustering algorithms on a text document. Create a weighted document graph
of the resulting graph based on the keywords. And obtain the optimal tree to get the summary of the document.
The performance of the summary using different clustering techniques will be analyzed and the optimal
approach will be suggested [1, 2, 5]. As we know WWW is the largest source of Information and huge amount
of data is available on web. So to get accurate data or Relevant Data from the raw data is the challenging task in
today‟s era. By using different Clustering Algorithms we can retrieve the relevant information for a specific
query. As we know there are different clustering algorithms for grouping of similar data element. In this
approach we are using two different Clustering algorithms for retrieving the information and we compare them
with respect to space and time complexity [5]. Document understanding techniques such as document
summarization have been receiving much attention these years. Current document clustering methods usually
represent documents as a term document matrix and perform clustering algorithm on it. Although these
clustering methods can group the documents satisfactorily, it is still hard for people to capture the meanings of
the documents since there is no satisfactory interpretation for each document cluster.
II. PROBLEM DEFINATION
“To find best suited query dependent clustering algorithm for text document summarization “
The purpose of this project is to suggest better query dependent clustering algorithm for text document
summarization. Our present task aims at developing a query dependant single-document summarizer using
Nearest Neighbour clustering and Agglomerative Hierarchical clustering techniques. We hope it will add
another dimension towards solving the seemingly complex task of document summarization and presentation of
the gist of documents [15].
Goal: The goal is to use nearest neighbor, agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm for query dependent
clustering of nodes in text document, and finding query dependent summary. The summary will be compared
and best algorithm will be suggested for query dependent clustering using different clustering techniques. This
technique will help end users to prepare query dependent summary of text document s in which they are
interested [15].
 The proposed work will be mainly focused on summarization of text files (i.e. .txt)
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 The proposed work will be limited to clustering of text files of standard files related to the topic
popular amongst researchers will be used.
 Only hierarchical clustering and nearest neighbor method clustering are considered for generating
cluster based graph.
 Standard performance evaluation metrics will be used to validate performance.
What is a summary?
“An abbreviated, accurate representation of the content of a document preferably prepared by its author(s) for
publication with it.” Such abstracts are also useful in access publications and machine-readable databases
(American National Standards Institute Inc., 1979). [15]
The process of producing a summary from a source text consists of the following steps:
1.
The interpretation of the text;
2.
The extraction of the relevant information which ideally includes the "topics" of the source;
3.
The condensation of the extracted information and construction of a summary representation;
4.
The presentation of the summary representation to the reader in natural language.
While some techniques exist for producing summaries for domain independent texts (Luhn, 1958; Marcu, 1997)
it seems that domain specific texts require domain specific techniques [1] (DeJong, 1982; Paice and Jones,
1993). In order to address the issue of topic identification, content selection and presentation, we have studied
alignments (manually produced) of sentences from professional abstracts with sentences from source
documents.
III. SYSTEM DESIGN
A specialist has to check for the dataflow and have to manually where the data flows. Analysts have proved that
it would take more time for an experienced specialist to note the dataflow.We are accepting text file only. New
line contents are forming a node, hence a single cluster. If there is no new line content then only one node will
be there, hence only on cluster. This will degrade the performance of the algorithms, as the cluster size is very
big.
Software Architecture

Fig 1 Architecture Diagram

Figure shows the architecture diagram of the system. As shown in figure there are four main blocks : a block for
uploading and processing text file and making document graph, a block for clustering and making clustered
graph, a block for making weighted clustered document graph., the last block for generating summary for fired
query.
Block 1: Processing input file and generating document graph:
This block is needed to accept the text file only. It is responsible to upload text file, to process the file i.e. to
form nodes for every new line contents. It is also responsible for generating weight from each node to very other
node
Block 2: Clustering node and building clustered graph:
This block is responsible for choosing a clustering algorithm out of two. It also accepts the threshold, so that can
check the similarity between the clusters up to that level. It is responsible for making clusters.[11,13]
Block 3: Creating weighted document clustered graph:
This block is responsible to accept the fired query. It is responsible to check the similarities between the query a
contents and the contents in the clusters. It then build weighted clustered document graph [15].
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Block 4.Summary generation:
This block is responsible for generating the summary of the clusters we formed, as a response for fired query. It
generated the minimal clusters and after finding the weight of the node for fired query, it gives top most
summaries.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION
System Implementation
Implementation is the stage in the project where the theoretical design is turned into a working system and is
giving confidence on the new system for the users, which it will work efficiently and effectively. It involves
careful planning, investigation of the current System and its constraints on implementation, design of methods
to achieve the change over, an evaluation, of change over methods. Apart from planning major task of preparing
the implementation are education and training of users. The more complex system being implemented, the more
involved will be the system analysis and the design effort required just for implementation.[14] Implementation
is very important phase, the most critical stage in achieving a successful new system and in giving the users
confidence. That the new system will work is effective. After the system is implemented the testing can be done.
This method also offers the greatest security since the old system can take over if the errors are found or
inability to handle certain type of transactions while using the new system.[5,11,13].The input is a text file
contains new line keyword. The contents are separated by new line are the contents of the node which are the
paragraph. If there are no new line in the file, then whole file contents becomes a single node and hence a single
cluster, which can degrade the performance of the result. The total workflow is divided into following modules:
Module 1: Processing the input text file and creating the document graph
Functions Used:
Split ()
The system accepts input text file. The file is read and stored into a string. The string is then split by the newline
keyword. The split file is assigned to the string array as the split function returns the string array. The array
contains paragraphs which are further treated as nodes.
String [] nodeList = null;
NodeList = File.ReadAllLines (txtInputFile.Text);
The next stage is to find the similarity between the nodes that means finding the similarity edges between nodes
and finding their similarity or weight.
Each paragraph becomes a node in the document graph.
The document graph G (V, E) of a document d is defined as follows:
d is split to a set of non-overlapping nodes t (v), v € V.
An edge e (u, v) € E is added between nodes u, v € V if there is an association between t (u) and t (v) in d.
Hence, we can view G as an equivalent representation of d, where the associations between text fragments of d
are depicted.
Module 2: Adding Weighted Edges to Document Graph
(Note: Adding weighted edge is query independent)
A weighted edge is added to the document graph between two nodes if they either correspond to adjacent node
or if they are semantically related, and the weight of an edge denotes the degree of the relationship. Here two
nodes are considered to be related if they share common words (not stop words) and the degree of relationship is
calculated by “Semantic parsing”. Also notice that the edge weights are query-independent, so they can be precomputed.[3,7,9]. The following input parameters are required at the pre computation stage to create the
document graph:
1. Threshold for edge weights: Only edges with weight not below threshold will be created in the document
graph. (A threshold is user configurable value that controls the formation of edges)
Adding weighted edge is the next step after generating document graph. Here for each pair of nodes u, v we
compute the association degree between them, that is, the score (weight) EScore (e) of the edge e (u, v). If
Score (e) ≥threshold, then e is added to E. The score of edge e (u, v) where nodes u, v have text fragments t(u),
t(v) respectively is: [1]

Where t f (d, w) is the number of occurrences of w in d,
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id f (w) is the inverse of the number of documents containing w, and
size(d) is the size of the document (in words).That is, for every word w appearing in both text fragments we add
a quantity equal to the tfidf score of w. Notice that stop words are ignored.
Functions Used:
Remove Common Words ()
The common words are eliminated from the nodes as they can degrade the performance of calculating the
similarity between two nodes also they can degrade the system performance because of number of
computational loops increases. E.g. a,an,the,he,she,they,as,it,and,are,were,there etc.
The filtered two nodes are passed as parameters to the Relation Manager Class for finding the similarity
between them.
First_Node
1
1
.
.
30
30

Table 1. Nodes and Node weights
Second_Node
Edge Weight
2
0.5
3
0.7
.
.
.
.
31
0.8
32
0.6

Module 3: Document Clustering
Clustering is grouping of similar nodes(The nodes which shows degree of closure greater than or equal to the
Cluster Threshold specified by the user) into a group. The following approaches of clustering are used
 Nearest Neighbour
 Hierarchical Agglomerative
Algorithm for Nearest Neighbour Clustering:
 Set i = 1 and k = 1. Assign pattern
to cluster
.
 Set i = i + 1. Find nearest neighbor of
among the patterns already assigned to clusters. Let
denote the distance from
to its nearest neighbor. Suppose the nearest neighbor is in cluster m.
 If
greater than or equal to t then assign
to
where t is the threshold specified by the user.
Otherwise set k = k+1 and assign
to a new cluster
.
 If every pattern has been considered then stop else go to step 2.
Algorithm for Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering:
 Start by assigning each node to a cluster, so that if you have N nodes, you now have N clusters, each
containing just one node. Let the distances (similarities) between the clusters the same as the distances
(similarities) between the nodes they contain.

Find the closest (most similar) pair of clusters and merge them into a single cluster, so that now you
have one cluster less.
 Compute distances (similarities) between the new cluster and each of the old clusters.
 Repeat steps 2 and 3 until the maximum number of nodes in the cluster (User definable value) is
reached.
Functions Used:
FindMaxWeight ()
FindMaxWeight returns the pair of nodes having maximum edge weight with their weight from document
graph. E.g.
First Node
1
2
3
.
.
31

Table 2.Nodes and the max weight
Second Node
Max Weight
22
2.5
19
1.2
31
3.5
.
.
.
.
12
2.7

NearestNeighborCluster ()
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 The first pair of nodes in the above table is added in first Cluster because they have maximum weight.
Here Node 1 and 22 are closely related hence added to the first cluster. So Cluster_1 contains 2 nodes 1
and 22. Cluster_1 :- 1,22
 Next node – node 2 shows maximum weight with node 19 but none of the node (node 2 and node 19
)are in previous clusters so they forms new cluster – Cluster_2 Cluster_2:- 2, 19
 Similarly Node 3 and 13 are forming new cluster. Cluster_3 :- 3,31
 Now next pair (node 31 and 12) contains node 31 which is already in cluster_3 hence node 12 is added
into cluster_3, so cluster_3 now becomes Cluster_3:-3, 31, 12.
 The above procedure is repeated till the end of the node pairs.
Hierarchical Clustering ()
 Every node is considered as a cluster.
 Start by the first pair of nodes in the above table and add in the first cluster because they have
maximum weight. Here Node 1 and 22 are closely related hence added to the first cluster. So Cluster_1
contains 2 nodes 1 and 22. Cluster_1 :- 1,22
 The newly formed cluster Cluster_1 is compared with all other clusters (Nodes are clusters). Here the
Cluster_1 and every other cluster are sent to the relation manager and maximum weight is calculated.
The cluster which is having maximum weight greater than or equal to Cluster Threshold (Specified by
user) is added into the first cluster Cluster_1. If the value is less than Cluster Threshold Value then that
cluster is kept as it is.
 The step 3 is repeated till all the clusters are processed.
Table 3.Cluster number and nodes in cluster
Cluster Number
Nodes
Cluster_1
1,22,13,25
Cluster_2
2,9,13,20

Module 4: Creating Clustered Document Graph
After the clusters are formed either by Nearest Neighbour or agglomerative hierarchical, the similarity edges
between two similar clusters are calculated. This is same as creating document graph and adding the similarity
edges between two similar nodes. Every cluster is split into individual nodes and this grouping of nodes is
passed to the relation manager in order to find the weight between two set of nodes or Clusters.[5,7,10]
Adding Weight to Nodes In Clustered Document Graph
When a query Q arrives, the nodes in V are assigned query-dependent weights according to their relevance to Q.
In particular, we assign to each node v corresponding to a text fragment t(v) node score NScore(v) defined by the
Okapi formula as given below.[1]

tf is the term‟s frequency in document,
qtf is the term‟s frequency in query,
N is the total number of documents in the collection,
df is the number of documents that contain the term,
dl is the document length (in words),
avdl is the average document length and
k1 (between 1.0–2.0), b (usually 0.75), and k3 (between 0–1000) are constants.
Functions Used:
CalculateClusterWeight ()
All the values mentioned above are computed and passed as parameters to the okapi formula.
The returned Node Weight is stored in the table. e.g.[1]
Cluster No
Cluster_1
Cluster_2
Cluster_3
Cluster_4

Table 4.Cluster no and weight of cluster
Nodes
Cluster Weight
1,22,13,32
2.4
9,17,24
2.5
34,12,10
0
4,14,23
0
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Module 5: Generating Closure Graph and Finding Minimal Spanning Tree.
Closure graph contains minimal clusters. Minimal clusters are the clusters which shows non zero weight with
the in out query. In Above example (Tab 3) only Cluster_1 and Cluster_2 are the minimal clusters. The minimal
clusters are the clusters which appear in the result.
Module 6: Result
After getting the minimal clusters, the result can be displayed in two ways:
Top 1 Result Summary
Multi-Result Summary
In top 1 result summary, the minimal cluster having highest weight with the input query is returned, and in
multi-result summary all the minimal clusters are returned as result.
V. RESULT
Initially user needs to give text file as input. Then he will click on „process the input file‟. Every newline
contains will form a single node and description of the node data will be displayed. Along with this the weight
between each node to every other node is calculated. The weight of a node with itself is null. This process is
demonstrated by following examples.

Fig 2:-Output screen of uploaded text file, processed file, document graph

In this step a clustering algorithm is selected .Threshold for clustering is selected, then the cluster no. and the
nodes in that cluster will be displayed. If we give lower threshold value, no of clusters will decrease and the size
of cluster will increase.

Fig 3:- Output screen of clustered document graph.

After clustering end user will fire the query and give % to correlate the cluster with fired query. The clusters
containing the part of query called as minimal cluster will b displayed.
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Fig 4 :-Output screen of getting minimal clusters after arrival of query

In the final step the summary of the text file as a result of fired query will be displayed. The cluster containing
the best result will appear at top.

Fig 5:-Output screen of clustered summary result

Now the summary we have got should be compared to suggest better algorithm out of two for this work .So we
have checked the results on the basis of space complexity, time for execution, length of summary. For this
purpose we have taken some special files downloaded from www.scibd.com,www. 4shared.com,
www.docstoc.com.these are popular websites where current affairs file in every format is available.
Table5:- Space Complexity
Nearest
File
Name(size)/Clustering Neighbour
algorithm
clustering

Agglomerative
Hierarchical
Clustering

World Economics(25 kb)

133

700

Global Computing (70 kb)

1417

15674

Brain Chip Research(4 kb)

357

231

Engineering(38 kb)

1321

17118

Stock Market(51 kb)

1556

39097

Nuclear Test(41 kb)

316

99856
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Space Complexity of Different files
Neraest Neighbor clustering

Agglomerative Hierarchical Clutering

99856

39097
17118

15674
133 700

1417

World Economics(25
kb)

357 231 1321

Brain Chip Research(4
kb)

1556

316

Stock Market(51 kb)

Fig 6:-Chart for comparing space complexity

Fig 7:-Comparison of space complexity for a file.
Table 7:- Time for execution (in seconds)
Nearest
Agglomerative
File Name(size)/Clustering Neighbour
Hierarchical
algorithm
clustering
Clustering
World Economics(25 kb)

5

8

Global Computing (70 kb)

45

87

Brain Chip Research(4kb)

2

4

Engineering(38 kb)

11

13

Stock Market(51 kb)

22

80

Nuclear Test(41 kb)

15

22
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Execution Time
(seconds)
Neraest Neighbor clustering
Agglomerative Hierarchical Clutering

5

8

45

87

80
2

11 13

4

22

15 22

Fig 8:- Chart for comparing execution time

If we observe the table or graph for execution time of those files, it is observed that the execution time required
for nearest neighboring clustering algorithm is less than agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm.
Table8:- Length of summary (in no of words)
Nearest
Agglomerative
File
Name(size)/Clustering Neighbour
Hierarchical
algorithm
clustering
Clustering
World Economics(25 kb)
3425
3467
Global Computing (70 kb)
6628
11348
Brain Chip Research(4 kb)
457
483
Engineering(38 kb)
5324
5324
Stock Market(51 kb)
6146
12354
Nuclear Test(41 kb)
5325
5325

Length of Summary
(no of words)
Neraest Neighbor clustering
Agglomerative Hierarchical Clutering
12354
11348
6628
5324 5324 6146
5325 5325
3425 3467
457 483

Fig 9:- Chart for comparing length of summary

If we observe the table or graph for length of the summary of those files, it is observed that mostly length of the
summary for nearest neighboring clustering algorithm is less than agglomerative hierarchical clustering
algorithm.
VI. FUTURE WORK
In this system only two clustering algorithms are used to decide which one is giving better performance.
Likewise all clustering algorithms can be considered for clustering the nodes in text file and by comparing the
query dependent summary using certain criteria, the best clustering algorithm can be suggested. Furthermore
same technique can be applied on different file formats and best clustering algorithm can be suggested for
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different file formats.
VII. CONCLUSION
Nearest neighbor clustering algorithm is showing better performance than agglomerative hierarchical clustering
algorithm. If we cluster the text document using these two clustering algorithms, then it is observed that the
execution time, space complexity of nearest neighbouring clustering algorithm is less than agglomerative
hierarchical clustering technique. It is also observed that the length of summary and quality of summary for big
size cluster, performance of nearest neighboring clustering algorithm is better. So I have a conclusion that in any
sense out of these two, nearest neighboring clustering algorithm is better.
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